NAME: ____________________________
GARDEN PLOT #: ______________________
FULL PLOT SIZE: Approximately 20' X 30'
HALF PLOT SIZE: Approximately 20' X 15'

CHURCH

PARKING

WATER HYDRANTS

MEDICAL BUILDING

KEY
- 20' x 30' Full Plot
- 20' x 15' Half Plot
- Not in use
- ADA Plot
- ADA Parking
- Water Hydrants
- Drinking fountain

KEY=
- 20' x 30' Full Plot
- 20' x 15' Half Plot
- Not in use
- ADA Plot
- ADA Parking
- Water Hydrants
- Drinking fountain

NOT IN USE=
- 20' x 30' Full Plot
- 20' x 15' Half Plot
- Not in use
- ADA Plot
- ADA Parking
- Water Hydrants
- Drinking fountain

[Map of MAR-DUKE FARM GARDEN PLOTS with plot designations and plot sizes indicated]